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Abstract. Visual comfort is one of the important indexes to evaluate the image quality and viewing 
experience in the process of viewing stereoscopic video and images. This paper mainly investigated 
the effect of the main part size and disparity distribution type of stereoscopic images on visual 
comfort through two subjective evaluation experiments. The experiment results confirmed that the 
main part size and disparity space distribution type are two important factors which can affect 
visual comfort, and they also proved the influence trend of these factors on visual comfort in 
different disparity conditions. Our experiments have important guiding significance for the 
establishment and improvement of the relevant objective evaluation experimental model and 
acquisition and display technology of stereoscopic images. 

Introduction 
With the popularization of 3D film and 3D TV, the stereo video technology is improved in a 

rapid speed. At the same time, people’s requirement of stereo video has become increasingly high. 
They have the higher standard and pursuit about the quality of the image and the viewing 
experience. Numerous studies confirmed that the visual comfort is one of the most important 
indexes in the measurement of image quality and the viewing experience[1]. Literature [2][3] 
proposed that visual comfort refers to a subjective feeling of discomfort accompanied by 
physiological changes, such as: eyestrain, difficulty in focusing or blurred vision, and headaches 
etc. 

Visual comfort evaluation method is divided into two categories, objective assessment and 
subjective assessment method. As the reference for establishing the objective model, subjective 
assessment for the factors of visual comfort is studied in this paper. It is known that researchers 
have found many factors that will affect the visual comfort. Based on the characteristics of stereo 
images, We intended to investigate the influential factors from characteristics of image pairs and 
image itself, including to parallax amplitude, the main part size, the disparity spatial distribution 
and temporal parallax change etc. Among the factors of image pairs, disparity and its related 
characteristics have been the emphases of current research. For example, literature [4] [5] proposed 
that oversize disparity magnitude would cause visual discomfort. Literature [6] proved that the 
comfort decreases when the absolute value of disparity magnitude increases. Literature [7] 
confirmed that images were more comfortable to watch when the bottom of the image appeared 
closer and the top of the image appeared further away. For the characteristics of the image itself, 
literature [3] proved that the contrast ration (CR) of the main part and the background would affect 
the visual comfort. Literature [8] investigated the effect of the main part size on visual comfort, and 
proved that the comfort would improve with the size increasing when the main part size is small； 
however， the research had a lack of larger size effect on visual comfort. Therefore, according to 
the analysis of current situation, this paper mainly investigated the effect of disparity distribution 
types and the main part size on visual comfort through two subjective evaluation experiments. 
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Experiment Materials 
The experiment about main part size. Firstly, the effect of main part size on visual comfort of 

stereoscopic images was studied under different disparity scales. According to the literature [3], the 
foreground and background gray scale contrast was set to 0.5 (CR=0.5). As the main part of the 
image, it had three levels of disparity magnitude: 3% (about 30 arc min), 5% (about 5 arc min), 7% 
(about 70 arc min), and two types of disparity: crossed disparity and uncrossed disparity. The size 
of the main part of the image was divided into eight grades. Therefore, there were 48 test sequences, 
and each of the eight sequences was for a group. And then the pixel of the main part was: 
1(80*80)、2(260*260)、4(310*310)、6(460*460)、8(620*620)、10(760*760)、12(920*920)、
14(1070*1070)。The experimental material is show in Fig. 1. 

   
( a )                        ( b ) 

Fig.1 The display sequence in main part size experiment ( a The main part size was 80*80     
b The main part size was 1070*1070) 

A modified version of the Single Stimulus (SS) method was used for the assessment. The order 
of 48 sequences was randomly arranged, and it was watched twice by every observer with different 
orders. There were 20 participants (10 boys and 10 girls), with an average age of 24 years. All of 
them were not expert and proved to have normal stereoscopic vision by passing relevant 
stereo-acuity and multi-stereograph Tests. Table 1 shows the 5-point scales of visual comfort which 
is the international standard in the experiment[3]. 

 
Table 1  Evaluation scale of visual comfort 

Description of the Scale score 

Very comfortable The viewing experience is in complete accord with 
normal human eye; comfortable and perfect 1 

Comfortable The viewing experience is familiar with human eye, no 
discomfort 2 

Perceptibly uncomfortable 
but acceptable 

The critical point that causes discomfort feeling. (scores 
fall in this range should be pay attention） 3 

Clearly uncomfortable 
and unacceptable 

The critical point that causes discomfort and 
unacceptable feeling. (scores fall in this range should be 

avoided） 
4 

Extremely uncomfortable 
and extremely 

unacceptable 
____________________ 5 

 
The final test sequences were generated by the Vegas Sony software and the format of 

1920*1080, side by side (half). The intention of the assessment and the negative effect could be 
caused by the experiment were not concealed for observers who participated in experiment. The 
observer can stop the assessment at any time if he felt uncomfortable[9]. They were asked to watch 
the arranged sequences with polarized glasses at the distance of 1.8m.  

The experiment about disparity distribution types. This experiment mainly studied the effect 
of the spatial distribution of the disparity on the visual comfort. There were five range of magnitude 
distribution which were 20, 30, 40, 50, 60 arc min. In addition, disparity distribution types were 
divided into five types according to the simulation of natural images, the five distribution types 
were as follows: 
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Type_a: Round and triangle : within the screen, uncrossed disparity 
Type_b: Round: within the screen, uncrossed disparity. Triangle: on the screen, zero disparity 
Type_c: Round: within the screen, uncrossed disparity. Triangle: outside the screen, crossed 

disparity 
Type_d: Round: on the screen, zero disparity. Triangle: outside the screen, crossed disparity 
Type_e: Round and triangle: outside the screen, cross disparity 
Finally, the combinations of two factors generated 25 sequences, which are shown in Fig. 2 

   
( a )                       ( b )                       ( c ) 

Fig. 2 the display sequence in disparity distribution experiment ( a disparity range: 20 arc min, 
type_a  b disparity range  20 arc min, type_b  c disparity range 30 arc min, type_a) 

 
There were 20 participants (10 boys and 10 girls), with an average age of 24 years. In this 

experiment, the evaluation method, scoring table and requirements of the observer were the same as 
the experiment before. 

Analysis of the experimental result 
The effect of main part size on visual comfort of stereoscopic images. The rating scores 

should be processed according to literature [7]. Finally, there were 15 observers’ rating data kept for 
the experiment. Through an multivariate repeated measures analysis of variance, for main part, F (7, 
98) =3.148, P < 0.01, so the effect of main part is significant. For the factors of parallax and 
parallax type, P > 0.05, so the effect is not significant. Fig. 3 shows the main experimental results of 
the mean opinion score (MOS). It can be seen form Fig. 3 that the observers feel more comfortable 
with the increasing of main part size when it was small; however, when the comfort degree achieves 
the extreme point, it begin to decline with the size increasing. Fig. 3 (a) also indicated that the 
position where the observer feet most comfortable is different at different disparity magnitude. The 
larger the disparity is, the smaller the comfortable size of the main part is.  

   
( a )                                    ( b ) 

Fig. 3 Results of the size experiment about size on visual comfort 
 
At different disparity magnitude and parallax type, the fitting lines were obtained by analysing 

the relationship between normalized mean opinion score (NMOS) of visual comfort and normalized 
size (NS), The R2 of decisive factor, is the fit index of the fitting line and sample observation value. 
The Function of the fitting lines are shown in table 2. 
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Table 2 The Function of the fitting lines of NMOS and NS 
Disparity condition Function of the fitting line R2 
Dis_3% crossed NMOS= -0.0089NS3 + 0.0708NS2 - 0.0264NS + 0.2353 0.7156 
Dis_3% uncrossed NMOS= -0.0171NS3 + 0.2145NS2 - 0.8276NS + 1.6207 0.8435 
Dis_5% crossed NMOS= 0.0132NS3 - 0.2213NS2 + 1.0101NS - 0.5495 0.6873 
Dis_5% uncrossed NMOS= -0.0095NS3 + 0.0554NS2 + 0.1719NS + 0.0128 0.9182 
Dis_7% crossed NMOS=0.0117NS3 - 0.1983NS2 + 0.9931NS - 0.7937 0.6271 
Dis_7% uncrossed NMOS=0.00009NS3 - 0.0308NS2 + 0.1813NS + 0.5567 0.6807 

 
The effect of disparity distribution on visual comfort of stereoscopic images. There were 17 

observers’ rating scores available for this experiment, Through a repeatable double factor analysis 
of variance, for the range of disparity distribution of the two main part, F(4, 64) =19.604, P < 0.01, 
which shows the factor of disparity range is important. For the disparity space distribution type, F 
(4, 64) =8.397, P < 0.01, means it is also a significant factor. Fig. 4 shows the main experimental 
results of MOS, and the influence trends of the two factors in different disparity conditions. Overall, 
the rating scores would reduce when there is crossed disparity. The larger the disparity distribution 
range is, the faster it dropped. When the disparity range reach or exceed 4% (40 arc min), the five 
distribution types will all cause visual discomfort. In our experiment, type_c is a special distribution, 
the visual comfort degree is always highest at the same disparity distribution range, and this 
situation may be caused by the reason that the magnitude of the crossed and uncrossed disparity is 
lower than other types at this time.  

 
Fig.4 Results of the disparity distribution experiment about size on visual comfort 

 
Based on the different disparity distribution types, the relationship between normalized mean 

opinion score (NMOS) of visual comfort and normalized disparity distribution (NDIS) was settled 
by fitting line, as is shown in Table 3. 

 
Table 3 The function of the fitting lines of NMOS and NDIS 

Disparity distribution type Function of the fitting line R2 
Type a NMOS= -0.2624NDIS + 1.3083 0.9399 
Type b NMOS= -0.2513NDIS + 1.2278 0.9839 
Type c NMOS= -0.2526NDIS + 1.2664 0.9969 
Type d NMOS= -0.2725NDIS + 1.3517 0.9655 
Type e NMOS= -0.2401NDIS + 1.1785 0.9604 

Conclusion 
This paper mainly investigated the effect of the main part size and disparity distribution type of 

stereoscopic images on visual comfort through two subjective assessment experiments. The 
experimental results show that the main part size and disparity distribution type are important 
factors which can affect the visual comfort. In the first experiment, when the size of the main part is 
too large or too small, it would always make the observer feel uncomfortable. In addition, the body 
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size in different disparity conditions is also different, when the disparity magnitude is too large, to 
get the more comfort viewing experience, the size should be smaller. The experimental study of the 
disparity distribution type has proved that when there is a crossed disparity element in the image, 
the comfort degree decreased, and the larger the disparity distribution range is, the faster it dropped. 
The observers would feel more comfortable when the disparity range is small. In addition, in most 
cases, the visual comfort degree is the highest when there is a crossed and uncrossed disparity 
element in the stereoscopic image. 

Our experiments have important guiding significance for the establishment and improvement of 
the relevant objective evaluation experimental model and acquisition and display technology of 
stereoscopic images. 
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